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REINFORCED EMBANKMENTS ON WEAK SOlL: DIFFERENT 
THEORETICAL APPROACH ES 

VERSTÄRKTE DÄMME AUF WEICHEM UNTERGRUND: VERSCHIEDENE 
THEORETISCHE ANSÄTZE 

RENFORCEMENT DES REMBLAIS SUR SOL MOU: DIFFERENTES 
APPROCHES THEORETIQUES 

This paper has two aims , 

To show that the finite element method ~akes in aeeount the 
important differences between the behaviour of embank
ments reinforced with geotextiles and the non-reinforced 
ones; furthermore, this method allows quantification of 
the efficiency of a geotextile according to its stiff
ness. 

To present a new method for the calculation of embankment 
limiting equilibrium, while taking into account the geo
textile strains and the interface slipping. 

An example of the application is presented, where the two 
methods are compared. 

I. INTROnUCTION 

Thestrengthening of embankments on weak soil using one or 
several geotextiles placed at the base of the embankment 
is awell known technique - BRAKEL et al(l). However, 
some progress may appeal' in the designing of these 
structures, in particular as regards the actual stresses 
applied in the geotextile and the required strains on the 
embankment and the subgrade required to apply these 
stresses. For this type of structure, which is likely to 
undergo great strain before failure, a theoretical 
approach to the study of settlement would greatly improve 
design. 

At present, two methods of calculation can be distin
guished: 

The limiting equilibrium methods-JEWELL(l): distin
guishes three modes of failure: rotational shear failure 
of the slope; slipping along the base of the geotextile 
embankment; overall punching of the weak soil subgrade. 
In order to take into account the composite character of 
the structure (soil and geotextile), partial safety 
factors relative to each component are used. 

The finite element method : the mam interest of these 
methods is that the behaviour of the soil, of the geotex
tile and of the soil-geotextile interface can be taken 
into account separately - ROWE ('!>; Mc GOWN et al (.s,). 

The present paper has two aims: 

To show, using a ra,al ease ,that the finite ele
ment method shows clearlythe very different behaviour of 
a non-reinforced embankment and an embankment reinforced 
by geotextile. This method can be used, in particular, 
to quantify the "efficiency" of a geotextile relative to 
its strain modulus J. 
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To suggest a new slope limiting equilibrium method, known 
as the "displacements method" - J.P. GOURC et al (2), 
A. RATEL (~), taking into ac count the fabric elonga
tions and sliding at the soil interface, based On given 
kinematics. The usefulness of this method will be justi
fied by comparative results obtained from the same 
real ease using either the finite element method 
or the displacement method. 

2. STUDY USING THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOn 

2.1 Behaviour assumptions and modelling of materials and 
contacts: 

The soil is presumed to behave as a standard elastoplas
tic material, following the DRUCKER-PRAGER or the TRESCA 
plasticity criterion. The elastoplastic analysis is 
performed using the initial stress method (l). 

The geotextile transmits only tensile force along its 
plane. There is a linear relationship (a " J E) between 
the tensile force per unit length of fabric and the rela
tive elongation (plane strain). 
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Figupe 1 - Behavioup at the soil-fabpic intepface 

2.2 GENERAL APPLICATION 

Figure 12 shows the geometry of the structure. 
characteristics of the materials are as follows: 

The 

Embankm!l0e: E" 30,000 kPa; \! "0 .3 ' q,r " 35·; yr " 
18 kN/m ; subgrade: Eu ~n(l Cu vary wi eh - depth (Hg. 2); 
\! " 0.5; Y " 16.5 KN/m ; active earth pressure coeffi
eient, aC rest Ko '" 0.5; embankment-fabric sheet 
interface: tgcpg/egcPr 1; K 2000 kPa/m; fabdc 
sheet-compressi"ble soi t inte .. face : K " 1000 kPa/m; Cg/Cu 
~ 1 ; the modulus of ehe Iab .. ic shcet J is ~aken 8S being 
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variable from 0 kN/m ("non-reinforced embankment") to 
1000 kN/m. 

This study concerns planestrain. 
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Figu~e 3 - G~id patte~ used fo~ model ~ep~e8entation of 
the st~uatu~e 
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Figure 4 shows, with a same embankment height H, a signi
ficant reduction of the plastie zones as the stiffness of 
the fabric sheet J increases. When the embankment is 
reinforced, the plastic zones develop, before failure, up 
to the axis of the structure. However, a non- plastified 
area remains at the base of the compressible layer. The 
behaviour of the structure is thus more eomparable to 
that of a more or less rigid foundatia{depending on the 
fabrie sheet strain modulus) than to that of a non-re in
foreed embankment undergoing a circular failure. 

As regards plasticity, a strueture is eonsidered as 
failed when plastie zones appear that are not eontained 
within the elastie zones, as illustrated by figure 5a for 
a non-reinforced strueture or in the case of a failure of 
the fabric sheet; and by diagram Sb with a non-failed 
geotextile, which is considered as an elastic medium. In 
order to reach this failure, Cu was made to vary progres
sively with H varying from 4 meters to 6 meters (fig.6). 
It is noted that, for a given stiffness of the fabric 
sheet, the coefficient Cn (z = O)/(yr.H) is praetically 
constant at the moment of failure. Figure 7 shows a 
rapid decrease of this coefficient for low values of J, 
showing a signifieant gain in safety_ 

The stiffness of the fabric sheet has little influence on 
the settlement along the axis at the embankment head (point 
A in figure 12). Significant deviations appear only in 
the vicinity of the failure. The 
differential settlemmt (between A and C) decreases as the 
stiffness of the fabric sheet increases: it changes from 
38% for J = 0 KN/m, to 30% for J = 200 KN/m and to 18% 
for J = 1000 KN/m. (H = 4.5 m) Maximum stress in the fabric 
sheet occurs ahove to the plastified zones. At equal 
height, the stress increases with the stiffness of the 
fabric sheet (figure 8). Inversely, the maximum elonga
tion of the fabrie sheet decreases with stiffness (fig.9) 
The selection of a geotextile sheet is thus confronted 
with two contradictory criteria: a non-rigid fabric 
sheet which would limit tensile forces. or a rigid fabric 
sheet which would limit strain. 
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Figu~e 4 - Development of the plastic zones in the sub
g~ade ~elative to the stillness 01 the fab~a 
sheet and the embankment height. 
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faU~e. 
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Fiqupe 7 - Vapiation of Cn(z--o)/( 7p.H)at faiLupe, peLative 
to fabria stiffness. 
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Fiqure 8 - Maximum stress in the geotextUe and settLement 
along the axis peLative to embankment height. 
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2.3 phe study of ALMERE embankment : 

The detailed report on the behaviour of a reinforced and 
a non-reinforced embankment constructed up to failure, 
appeared in 0). This structure will be the 
subject of the- present study. The mechanical characte
ristics retained for the embankment ~re E = 3qpOO kPa; V 
= 0.3; ~ = 45°; yr = 18 kN/m. For 3m thick 
compressible soil: E = ~OOO kPa; V = 0.5; Cu = 8 kPa; 
y = 13 kN/m3 ; Ko = 1. For the reinforced section: geo
textile J = 2000 kN/m; embankment-geotexti1e interface: 
K 2,000 kPa/m; ~ g 45°; subgrade geotextile 
interface: K 1,000 kPa/m, Cg = 8 kPa. 

Non-reinforced section: 

The development of the plastic zones i n the subgrade soil 
is shown in figure 10, which also s how. the critical 
slip eircle obtained using a classic slope stability 
method for the experimental faiJure height (a safety 
factor F = 0.91 is thus obtalned) . A rapid evolution of 
the plastic zone is noted for heights greater than 1.5 m • 

(F=0,91) 

Figupe 10 - ALMERE embankment, non-peinfopaed seation ; 
deveLopment of pLastia zones in the sub-wade 
soiL and cpitiaaL slip aipaLe. 

Reinforced section: 

Figure 11 shows the development of the plastic zones. 
For the experimental failure height, there is no conver
gence with the elastop1astic analysis (the theoretical 
failure height is exceeded); the plastic zones easily 
reach the axis of the structure. The maximum stress in 
the fabric sheet i s 30 kN/m for a height 2.5 m and i 5 
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greater than 50 kN/m (no eonvergenee) for the experlmen
tal failure height. The maximum experimental tensile force 
95 kN/m. An strained geometry ealeulation rather 
than an initial geometry ealeulation would no doubt lead 
to eomparable tensile forces. 

f:22jH:2,5M 

~ 
~ H: Hfail. 

~ct::t.;t;;t;:;t;:t~;::) 

Fig~e 11 - ALMERE embankment, peinfopced section. 
Development of plastic zones in the subgpade 
soU. 

3. DISPLACEMENT METHOD: 

As a referenee (?:), we suggested a new design method, 
known as the "displacement method". This method will be 
applied co the examp.le trellted above (figure 12). 'l"he 
prineiple i9 aS ollows : Beyond the ultimate height of 
the non-reinforced embllnkment (H = " m), the presence of 
a geotextile does not prevent rotational slipping of the 
slope, but does l,i.mit rotation . A ne" timitin", equili
bcium i5 obtained, on the one hand due La d"splacement of 
the eentre of gravity oE the zone in movement ("ad" in 
figure 13), on the other hand due to the stressing of the 
geotextile ("de" in figure 13). 

Note however, that even for a reinforeed embankment, the 
height of the embankment will be limited by the overall 
punehing stability, as was shoWh in the previous ehapter. 
By using the hypothesis whieh supposes that the geotex
tile funetions as an embedded membrane (figure 14), the 
force aj and the angle of inelination ßj of the geotex
tile ean be determined at the point of lntersection with 
the slip surfaee, for eaeh rotational inerement da. 

The method of stability by limiting equilibrium is known 
as the disturbance method. The rotation required for 
equilibrium is such that: 

- M1 (aj) + H2 restoring (shearing oE the soill + M3 
disturbing (weight of soil in rotation) = O. 

In the present applieation, moments M1 and M3 vary with 
~e, but M2 is taken as eonstant (with the residual soil 
shearing eharaeteristies). 

Note, in figure 13, that for a geotextile with a lower 
strain modulus J = 200 kN/m, the gain on the saEety 
faetor in eonjunetion with the rotation of the s10pe 

is relatively higher than that obtained from 
the force aj on the geotextile, due to the relatively 
high equilibrium rotation. 

In effect, note in figure 15 that as high is the 
geotextile modulus, as 10w is the equi1ibrium rotation. 

The present method offers several advantages over the 
standard limiting equilibrium method5 used: 

No orientation i5 required for the force aj, whieh i5 
determined from the equilibrium; secondly, the strain 
modulu5 J of the geotextile i5 taken into aecount. 
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Pigupe 13 - Evolution of the peinfopaed embankment safety 
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Pigupe 14 - Behavioup of the (membpane effect) geotextile 
in the viainity of the sZip supfacq. 
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However, one point remains to be made elear, whieh will 
be dealt with in the following ehapter: the membrane _ 
curvature of the fa:hric depends on the stiffness Ks of the 
soi 1 (in the present example, we have taken Ks = 1000 
kN/m

3
) with llqj = Y..s/4.11zj. The study presenHy begin

ning at the University of Grenoble should c1arify this 
point. 

The eomparison of forces aj as a funetion of the modu
lus J and the height H of the embankment shows a high 
eompatibility, relative to the uneertainty of the stiff
ness faetor ks. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL APPROACH TO MEMBRANE 
BEHAVIOUR: 

4.1 Experimental apparatus: 

In order to study the phenomenon of tensile stressing of 
the geotextile at the failure surfaee, we performed a 
direet shear test in a large-scale box 800 mm long and 
250 mm high containing sand and geotexti le. A compres
sive stress was applied and the developed tensile force 
inside the reinforcing structure was measured. 

4.2 Theoretical model representation: 

The box is represented in figure 16. The geotexti1e 
febrie simuLated is 4 ~ . thick n?n-woven need~ed potye?
ter with a bulk specLftc gravlCy 1.2 kM/m . It lS 

modelLed by a dou b le layer o f quadrilattral elements wi th 
8 nodes of Young I s m?du~us 12 KN.'m and a Poisson;s 
ratio of 0 . 3 . The soll IS sand wtth Y = 15 . 8 KM/m • 

intermediate p-Iate 

C:================nn;=========~ constant sp-eed 

Uc 1------ __ 

lowe r box./ 

frame 

Tv 
me8surement 

SHEAR BOX DESIGN 

Figupe 16 - Diagpam showing the membpane effeat bo~ 
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Its behaviour is . represented 
by the law with plane strain work hardening (Monnet) 
(6). The main interest of this model is to produce a 
p~ecise representation of soil shearing with dilatancy, 
using onll 4 parameters (E = 31,600 KPa, V = 0.3; cpu = 
26.4°; cp= 39.6°). The plasticity effect taken into 
account is non-standard plasticity. 

4.3 Theoretical results 

For this calculation, apressure of 30 KPa was a·pplied to 
the soi 1 surface and the lower part was dis·placed in 
order to cause shearing of the geotextile. The strain 

of the fabric is obtained (figure 18). Note also, 
as great are the displacements. as curved is the geotexti
le. 

These first results, although partial, show that the 
theoretical curves provide a correct representat ion of 
the real phenomena. They also show the importance of 
taking into account large strains. 
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GEOTEXTILE DISPLACEMENTS 

Figupe 18 - Ceote~tite deformation 
aatautationJ 

(finite etement 

Figupe 17 - Membrane effeat test apparatus (piston remo
vedJ. 
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